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It comes down to saving lives. From providing emergency responders to disasters across the state and nation to developing training and practical workforce solutions, TEEX makes a difference worldwide. More than 138,000 people representing every U.S. state and territory and 131 countries are served annually through on-site and online resources for specialties from homeland security to workforce training.

The major TEEX programs include fire and rescue, infrastructure and safety, law enforcement and protective services, business and cyber solutions, and homeland security. As a member of The Texas A&M University System, TEEX is unique in its ability to access a broad range of emerging research and technical expertise. Beginning with course design and development all the way through hands-on instruction and national certification testing, TEEX delivers comprehensive training through both classroom and hands-on instruction and as online courses. Hosting services for online courses, technical assistance and technology validation, and bilingual training and translation services also are available.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course Title</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Audience</th>
<th>Hours</th>
<th>TCOLE #</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Advanced Collision Investigation (AIR545)</strong></td>
<td>Experienced crash investigators may enhance their level of understanding of collision investigation through this advanced course. Learn new formulas and skills to better evaluate and investigate accidents.</td>
<td>Experienced investigators who routinely investigate minor injury and fatality motor vehicle collisions</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>#78016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Advanced Defensive Tactics Instructor (LET658)</strong></td>
<td>Designed to build upon the tactics learned in prerequisite courses: Defensive Tactics Instructor and Intermediate Defensive Tactics Instructor. Focus on how to use these foundational techniques on the move and as a team.</td>
<td>Law enforcement officers, licensed security officers, emergency medical technicians, public safety trainers.</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>#78039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Advanced Instructor Development (LET567)</strong></td>
<td>Develop instructor skills in preparation, presentation, and overall competency in training. Learn modern methods for effectively training adults and techniques for creating a productive and thriving learning environment.</td>
<td>Law enforcement officers, licensed security officers, emergency medical technicians, public safety trainers.</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>#1017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Advanced Ordnance Recognition for Law Enforcement (UXO203)</strong></td>
<td>Designed for Hazardous Device School Certified Bomb Technicians or equivalents desiring specialized training in the recognition and identification of military ordnance. Comprehensive training through classroom instruction and hands-on activities designed to increase knowledge and response capabilities of emergency responders.</td>
<td>Bomb technicians and explosives specialists assigned to local, state, and federal public safety bomb squads</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>#78027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Advanced Ordnance Recognition for Law Enforcement Refresher (UXO205)</strong></td>
<td>This intense three-day course provides participants an opportunity to refresh their knowledge in the recognition and identification of military munitions and practice initial response actions associated with ordnance incidents.</td>
<td>Bomb technicians and explosives specialists assigned to local, state, and federal public safety bomb squads</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>#4000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Armed Off-Duty Encounters (LET579)</strong></td>
<td>This course is designed to introduce students to various methods of carrying and shooting handguns from concealed carry positions.</td>
<td>Law enforcement officers</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>#3836</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Arrest and Control Tactics Instructor (LET562)
Learn basic self-defense tactics for all levels of resistance that can be used if attacked in the line of duty. Officers will be able to return to their agency and train personnel in these defensive tactics.
Target Audience: Law enforcement officers, security personnel, public safety trainers  40 Hours, TCOLE #78035

Asset Forfeiture (LET107)
Required course established as a legislative mandate during the 77th Regular Session by Senate Bill 77R-SB563. Identify the requirements for asset forfeiture, the philosophy behind forfeiture, and the definitions of contraband in the search and seizure framework.
Target Audience: Law enforcement and non-commissioned personnel  4 Hours TCOLE #3255

Basic Instructional Design (LET566)
Possessing good instructor skills is only one piece of the training puzzle. Good instructional design is a key piece that is often missing in training programs. This course is designed to introduce participants to topics vital to curriculum development and the components of the curriculum development process. You will learn new skills through instructor-led discussions, participant activities, and task-oriented practical applications.
Target Audience: Individuals involved in the development of curriculum  24 Hours TCOLE #38700

Basic Instructor Development (LET565)
Delivers hands-on, professional development experience for new instructors to improve skills for effective instruction and enhance presentation techniques. Learn modern methods for effectively training adults and techniques for creating a productive and thriving learning environment.
Target Audience: Law enforcement officers, licensed security officers, emergency medical technicians, public safety trainers  40 Hours, TCOLE #1014

Basic Peace Officer Course (TPA100)
The Central Texas Police Academy (CTPA) delivers a Texas Commission on Law Enforcement (TCOLE) approved Basic Peace Officer Course (BPOC) leading to a Texas Peace Officer license. Includes hands-on training and classroom training designed to prepare each student for the state licensing exam.
Target Audience: Anyone who is interested in becoming a Texas peace officer  800 Hours, TCOLE #720/101

Basic Sniper (LET574)
Uses practical exercises to provide law enforcement designated marksmen the knowledge, skills, and abilities to effectively engage threat targets in response to an active shooter, hostage rescue, or barricaded shooter situations.
Target Audience: Law enforcement officers  40 Hours, TCOLE #3324
Basic Special Weapons and Tactics (SWAT) Training (LET555)
Provides new SWAT officers the opportunity to learn basic tactical operations theory and develop a level of proficiency in common SWAT operations.

Target Audience: Law enforcement, security, or military personnel assigned to a tactical team or special response unit

60 Hours, TCOLE #3301

Child Safety Check Alert List (LET106)
This State-mandated course, per HB 2053 and Section 1701.402 of the Occupations Code, provides officers with the knowledge to determine the appropriate actions to take when encountering an individual listed on the Child Safety Check Alert List (CSCAL).

Target Audience: Law enforcement and non-commissioned personnel.

1 Hour, TCOLE #4068

Civilian Interaction Training (LET102) Online
Covers the role and duties of law enforcement, proper behaviors/demeanors for civilians and peace officers during a traffic stop in the context of the Seven-Step Violator Contact, and the use of video/audio recording during a traffic stop.

Target Audience: Law enforcement officers.

2 Hours, TCOLE #30418

Collision Reconstruction (AIR550)
Expands on the fundamentals of crash investigation with special emphasis on crash reconstruction. Momentum, principle direction of force, Delta-V, vector analysis, and time/distance are highlighted. Case studies with known values are used to illustrate major learning points.

Target Audience: Experienced collision investigators seeking new approaches to the complexities of analyzing traffic collisions

80 Hours, TCOLE #78017

Consular Notification (LET108)
Learn the importance of consular notification when a foreign national is arrested or detained in the U.S.

Target Audience: Law enforcement and non-commissioned personnel

1 Hour, TCOLE #3909

Court Security Officer (LET720) Online
Gain an understanding of threats associated with court settings, the court security post roles, and responsibilities that help mitigate risks. This officer will be protecting the judicial process in courthouses.

Target Audience: Individuals seeking to serve as Court Security Officers in Texas

8 Hours, TCOLE #10999

Court Security Specialist (LET721) Online - COMING SOON!
To qualify for a Court Security Specialist Certificate, an applicant must meet all proficiency requirements per Texas Administrative Code Title 37, Part 7, Chapter 221, and Rule 221.41 as well as complete the blended learning course. This includes a 16-hour Practical Applications portion.

Target Audience: Officers seeking to enhance their knowledge and skills as Court Security Officers in Texas

24 Hours, TCOLE #21001, 21002, 21003, 21004, and 21005
Court Security Specialist Practical Applications (LET722) - **COMING SOON!**
After completing the prior online training, develop skills through practical exercise scenarios on violent and non-violent situations in a court setting. Also, work through a live-fire practical in a simulated court facility setting.
**Target Audience:** Officers seeking to enhance their knowledge and skills as Court Security Officers in Texas
**24 Hours, TCOLE #21006 and 21007**

Courtroom Testimony Practical Applications (FSA119)
Crime scene investigators and peace officers must establish credibility from the moment they enter the courtroom. This course includes activities such as communication skills evaluations, presenting expert witness credentials, and mock testimony in a simulated courtroom.
**Target Audience:** Peace officers, crime scene investigators, and other personnel with assignments pertaining to investigation, evidence collection, or evidentiary matters
**24 Hours, TCOLE #40067**

De-Escalation Techniques (LET643)
Learn de-escalation techniques to limit the use of force in public interactions. This course is required for any officer holding a basic proficiency certificate (at least once every 48 months), as a requirement for an intermediate and an advanced certificate.
**Target Audience:** Law enforcement officers
**8 Hours, TCOLE #1849**

De-Escalation Refresher (LET642)
Updates officers on de-escalation law, characteristics of individuals in crisis, methods to slow/defuse a situation, effectiveness of less-lethal weapons, communication principles, and crisis intervention teams.
**Target Audience:** Law enforcement officers
**2 Hours, TCOLE #78045**

Defensive Tactics for Corrections Personnel Instructor (LET622)
Basic self-defense tactics for all levels of resistance that can be used if attacked in the line of duty while in a corrections facility. Officers will be able to train personnel at their agency in these defensive tactics.
**Target Audience:** Law enforcement officers, security personnel, public safety trainers
**32 Hours, TCOLE #78043**

Effective Communication and Interviewing (SAP102) Online
This online course introduces communication (verbal/nonverbal) and tactical communication processes, demonstrating how to apply these skills to eliciting and recording information, as well as writing a final investigative report.
**Target Audience:** Law Enforcement officers, security professionals, emergency medical services personnel, arson investigators, fire and rescue personnel
**4 Hours, TCOLE #38719**
Emergency Vehicle Operations (LET505)
Become familiar with the terminology, driving skills, and liability issues that relate to the operation of a police vehicle. Includes driving exercises that teach personal and vehicle control limitations, enhancing an officer’s ability to operate a vehicle during an emergency situation. Contact our office to set up a contract for this course.
Target Audience: Law enforcement, licensed security officers, public safety trainers 24 Hours, TCOLE #78020

Emergency Vehicle Operations Instructor (LET515)
This course trains experienced instructors to deliver the Emergency Vehicle Operators Course (EVOC) to their peers. This class is a realistic, high-stress, driving program that offers the participant 40 hours of actual driving time.
Target Audience: Experienced drivers capable of operating a motor vehicle under stressful conditions and have experience as an instructor 50 Hours, TCOLE #78021

Emergency Vehicle Operations Instructor Update (LET516)
This instructor update course is for those with Emergency Vehicle Operations (EVOC) Instructor certificates near expiration or who have not taught EVOC in recent years.
Target Audience: Emergency Vehicle Operations Instructors, previously completed the TEEX EVOC Instructor course. 24 Hours, TCOLE #57009

Explosive Breacher Entry (EOT220)
Explosive entry continues to grow in American Law Enforcement as a viable tactical option for high-risk warrants and hostage rescues. In this course, explosive entries will be made through Class 1 Steel doors as well as solid wood and hollow core doors. Learn the construction of distraction devices and the use of other explosives. This course is geared toward increasing the knowledge and skills of SWAT, Tactical, and EOD teams.
Target Audience: Law enforcement and military 40 Hours, TCOLE # 78025

“We were able to fire over 100 shots of a wide variety. It was [a] great learning experience and I feel very comfortable taking my knowledge back to my agency.”

Field Training Officer (LET580) – Also Available Online
Effective field training officers provide one-on-one learning and mentoring in the real-world environment. Any agency desiring to restructure a field training program or build a new program will find this course immensely beneficial.
Target Audience: Public safety personnel that use any form of field training program to train and/or evaluate the progress of newly hired employees 24 Hours, TCOLE #3702
Firearms Basics (LET573) Online
Officers need to know safe, proper handling procedures for firearms to prevent unwanted catastrophes. This course introduces the basic principles of firearms handling and firearms safety.

Target Audience: Peace officers, first responders, and anyone interested in firearms 2 Hours, TCOLE #78033

Firearms Instructor (LET575)
Knowing how to shoot well is an important requirement for police firearms instructors, but they must also know how to teach others to shoot and handle firearms. This course will help you develop the additional knowledge, skills, and techniques needed to organize and teach firearms courses.

Target Audience: Currently commissioned peace officers or security personnel 40 Hours, TCOLE #2222

“The instruction was very good and spot on [the] scope of information. I was also very impressed with the level of teaching skills displayed by the teachers. I will recommend this school very highly going forward.”

Firearms Proficiency Officer Update (LET572)
TCOLE 218.9 Continuing Firearms Proficiency Requirements grants provisions for an agency/entity to designate a firearms proficiency officer. These officers learn the TCOLE rules for designing and documenting annual firearms qualifications for their respective agencies when no trained firearms instructor is available.

Target Audience: Law enforcement officers 1 Hour, TCOLE #78057

First Line Supervisor (LET585) – Also Available Online
Learn topics in ethics, effective communication, leadership styles, counseling, planning and organizing, and cultural diversity. TCOLE requires officers to attend this course between a year before and a year after their appointment.

Target Audience: Supervisors in a public safety or law enforcement agency or anticipate promotion to a supervisor position in the near future 24 Hours, TCOLE #3737

Identity Theft Crimes (LET104) Online
Prepares investigators with knowledge and skills of how to handle identity crimes while best serving the victims of identity theft within their immediate community and beyond.

Target Audience: Law enforcement officers, public sector personnel and non-profit organizations 3 Hours, TCOLE #3277
Intermediate Collision Investigation (AIR540)
Introduces basic drawing skills needed for scale diagrams of a vehicle crash scene. Learn 5 basic formulas used to determine the minimum speed or combined speed of a vehicle based on the skid and/or yaw marks.
Target Audience: Those in professions requiring investigation of minor injury and fatality motor vehicle collision
40 Hours, TCOLE #78015

Intermediate Defensive Tactics Instructor (LET654)
Building upon the basic techniques in Defensive Tactics Instructor, learn how to use those tactics in situations involving an edged weapon, a blunt force instrument, or if being taken to the ground.
Target Audience: Law enforcement officers, licensed security officers, or public safety trainers
40 Hours, TCOLE #78037

Intermediate Use of Force (LET216) Online
Legal issues and use of force decision-making are reinforced so that the officer can preserve his/her own life while not exceeding his/her legal authority.
Target Audience: Law enforcement personnel
13 Hours, TCOLE #2107

Interpersonal Communications in the Correctional Setting (LET303) Online
Reducing violence and the need for force in the correctional environment can be achieved by employing effective interpersonal communications.
Target Audience: Texas county and municipal jail staff responsible for inmate oversight and control within a jail facility.
16 Hours, TCOLE #3503

International Police Mountain Bike Association (IPMBA) Police Cyclist (LET501)
This essential training combines emergency vehicle operations for bike officers with patrol procedures, tactics, night operations, scenarios, and basic bike maintenance.
Target Audience: Law enforcement personnel and licensed security officers
40 Hours, TCOLE #3358

Legal Issues for Use of Force Instructors (LET641) Online
Covers the rights/duties of peace officers during use of force and deadly encounters, potential liabilities, department accountability, and the importance of training protocols to ensure the protection of constitutional rights.
Target Audience: Law enforcement personnel or others who teach use of force
2 Hours, TCOLE #78044

Legislative Update (LET101) Online - FREE COURSE!
Multiple bills passed by the 87th legislative session impacted Texas law enforcement. This online course briefly covers recent judicial decisions that are important for law enforcement officers, administrators, and policymakers.
Target Audience: Law enforcement administrators, peace officers, reserve law enforcement officers, judges, and prosecuting attorneys.
4 Hours, TCOLE #3187
Missing and Exploited Children (LET103)
Law enforcement officers will be called upon when a child is reported as missing/exploited. This course outlines issues related to the response and investigation of these cases.
Target Audience: Law enforcement officers 4 Hours, TCOLE #3275

Off-Road Vehicle Operations (TAA512)
Demonstrates proper driving techniques required to avoid most potential problems in an off-road environment. Up to six hours of actual hands-on training.
Target Audience: Any licensed driver 16 Hours, TCOLE #78024

Patrol Rifle Instructor (LET576)
Learn how to effectively instruct principles of marksmanship, rifle nomenclature, and operation. Emphasis on weapons manipulation and training personnel to fight with commonly configured patrol rifles.
Target Audience: Currently commissioned peace officers or security personnel 40 Hours, TCOLE #3323

Patrol Rifle Operator (LET578)
Teaches participants the principles of marksmanship, rifle nomenclature, and operation.
Target Audience: Currently commissioned peace officers or security personnel 24 Hours, TCOLE #3322

Pedestrian/Auto Reconstruction (AIR555)
For those involved and experienced in traffic homicide investigations, as they may investigate this type of crime. Includes videos from motor vehicle and bicycle crash tests.
Target Audience: Homicide investigation officers and reconstruction professionals 40 Hours, TCOLE #78018

Personal Defense Spray Instructor (LET700)
Designed to promote safe and effective use of law enforcement chemical defense sprays within a teaching environment. Learn when defense sprays are appropriate, tactics of application, proper means of handling, and decontamination of those exposed.
Target Audience: Law enforcement officers, detention officers, and security personnel authorized to carry defense sprays 8 Hours, TCOLE #78031

“Role rehearsal brought it all together, great training.”

Public Safety Telecommunicator (LET543) Online
Proper use of technology and effectively communicating under stressful situations are vital skills telecommunication personnel should possess. This course prepares future telecommunications personnel to perform successfully as call takers or dispatchers.
Target Audience: Law enforcement dispatcher and telecommunications personnel 80 Hours, TCOLE #1080
Racial Profiling (LET105)
This State-Mandated course, per Legislative Mandate 77R-SB1074, provides officers with the knowledge to detect and prevent racially-motivated actions during traffic stops, searches, and arrests.
Target Audience: Law enforcement officers
4 Hours, TCOLE #3256

RADAR/LIDAR Instructor (LET570)
Improves the effectiveness of speed enforcement through the proper and efficient use of police traffic RADAR speed measurement instruments.
Target Audience: Police officers, city, county, state, federal, military, and provost marshals who know how to use Doppler RADAR/LIDAR
40 Hours, TCOLE #2054

Reality Based Training Instructor (LET705)
Learn how to develop and evaluate a scenario training plan that is both safe and effective, as safety and realism are the two most important elements in reality-based training.
Target Audience: Currently commissioned peace officers, licensed security officers, public safety trainers
40 Hours, TCOLE #78032

Report Writing and Documentation (SAP104) Online
Effective report writing and documentation is one of the many important aspects of any first responder’s job. This online course provides the concepts and skills necessary to plan, organize, and prepare proper documentation and reports.
Target Audience: Law Enforcement officers, security professionals, emergency medical services personnel, arson investigators, fire and rescue personnel
4 Hours, TCOLE #2049

Self-Aid/Buddy Aid (LET215)
Lifesaving methods are demonstrated using a Self-Aid Buddy Aid (SABA) kit. The methods also enable officers to use improvised materials if a kit is not available.
Target Audience: Law enforcement officers and other non-medical first responders
4 Hours, TCOLE #38763

“...have been in tactical medicine for several years & have been through both 8-day & 1-day classes. This one covered many more objectives than expected.”

Spanish for 9-1-1 Dispatchers (LET545) Online
This high-quality, up-to-date Spanish for 9-1-1 Dispatch training provides the exact Spanish language needed by dispatchers. A complete language training solution for all dispatchers.
Target Audience: Dispatcher and telecommunications personnel
20 Hours, TCOLE #34003
Spanish for Law Enforcement (LET410) Online
Practice how to give basic commands, or ask basic questions, in Spanish. Experience with other languages leads to greater understanding and effectiveness when on patrol.

Target Audience: Law enforcement officers 20 Hours, TCOLE #34001

Standardized Field Sobriety Testing Instructor (ADI210)
Experience hands-on training exercises and simulated alcohol "web lab" workshops. Graduates are able to teach the SFST course.

Target Audience: Law enforcement officers, licensed security officers, emergency medical technicians, public safety trainers 50 Hours, TCOLE #1016

Texas Peace Officer Reactivation Physical Skills Assessment (TPA103)
Designed to evaluate/assess previously trained and existing peace officer's skills to determine suitability to return to active duty in Texas law enforcement after a period of separation from active duty or appointment as a peace officer.

Target Audience: Individuals that meet the requirements listed in course description 8 Hours, TCOLE #7878

Texas Supplemental Peace Officer (TPA102)
For currently licensed or certified peace officers outside of the State of Texas, Federal Agents, and Military Police who wish to receive their Texas Peace Officer license. Training meets licensing requirements set by the Texas Commission on Law Enforcement (TCOLE).

Target Audience: Individuals that meet the requirements listed in course description. 120 Hours, TCOLE #1018

Traffic Accident Avoidance (TAA510) – Trailer Use Version (TAA511)
This course demonstrates the proper driving techniques required to avoid most potential collisions. You'll be introduced to common driving hazards faced during the day-to-day operation of a vehicle.

Target Audience: Any licensed driver 8 Hours, TCOLE #78023

Traumatic Brain Injury (LET109)
Per HB 2053 and Section 1701.402 of the Occupations Code, subsection (m), this course is a requirement for an Intermediate or Advanced Proficiency Certificate on, or after, January 1, 2016. Upon successful completion of this course, participants will be able to determine appropriate actions and needed information in response to an incident involving a traumatic brain injury (TBI).

Target Audience: Law enforcement and non-commissioned personnel 2 Hours, TCOLE #4066
Basic Criminal Investigation (FSA105) – Also Available Online!
This course prepares participants for their transition from a traditional patrol/traffic function to an investigative position, such as a detective. Emphasis on affidavits, search and arrest warrants, interview and interrogation procedures, and rules governing the collection and preservation of evidence. (FSA113 for Online)
Target Audience: Law enforcement and any other personnel with investigative duties
40 Hours, 40051

“Both a new investigator and a seasoned investigator could benefit from this class.”

Basic Fingerprint Processing (FSA303) Online
This online course prepares participants for basic fingerprint processing. Learn about the powders, brushes, tape, and cards used for developing prints, and how to locate, process, and document prints while tying together all information into practical activities.
Target Audience: Law enforcement and any other personnel with investigative duties
2 Hours, TCOLE #3999

Basic Property Technician (FSA107) Online
Learn how to properly manage and store property and evidence for investigative purposes. Includes interactive scenarios with proven practices developed by the Texas Association of Property and Evidence Inventory Technicians (TAPEIT).
Target Audience: Law enforcement and non-commissioned personnel with investigative duties in collecting and storing evidence.
16 Hours, TCOLE #40062

Bloodstain Pattern Analysis (FSA103)
The science of bloodstain pattern analysis can assist investigators in making determinations, such as relative positions of the victim or suspect, the nature of the force and weapon used, and the approximate number of blows struck during an assault. Gain basic knowledge of bloodstain pattern analysis, including methods and skills for the scientific interpretation of bloodstain evidence at crime scenes and on evidentiary items.
Target Audience: Law enforcement and any other personnel with investigative duties
40 Hours, TCOLE #40057

Courtroom Testimony Practical Applications (FSA119)
Crime scene investigators and peace officers must establish credibility from the moment they enter the courtroom. This course includes activities such as communication skills evaluations, presenting expert witness credentials, and mock testimony in a simulated courtroom.
Target Audience: Peace officers, crime scene investigators, and other personnel with assignments pertaining to investigation, evidence collection, or evidentiary matters
24 Hours, TCOLE #40067
Crime Scene Investigation (FSA106)
Introduces information, techniques, and methods for conducting investigations ranging from general crime scene investigations to death investigations.

Target Audience: Law enforcement and any other personnel with investigative duties
40 Hours, TCOLE #2106

“Excellent. The hands-on [activities are] more than anywhere else I’ve seen. This class should be the standard.”

Crime Scene Processes & Field Skills – Phase I (FSA250)
This unique course developed for forensic and criminal justice educators provides participants with a hands-on, application-driven training event that presents new skills to less experienced educators and enhances the skills of the more experienced.

Target Audience: Law Enforcement and non-commissioned personnel assigned to crime scene investigation
24 Hours, TCOLE #78050

Crime Scene Processes & Field Skills – Phase II (FSA251)
Expands upon the concepts learned in Crime Scene Processes and Field Skills Phase I. Includes advanced photography concepts (low light and laser photography), advanced print processing techniques, handling difficult, adhesive, and textured surfaces, how to build a mock crime scene, and how students should work through and be evaluated on their performance working through the scene.

Target Audience: Law Enforcement and non-commissioned personnel assigned to crime scene investigation
24 Hours, TCOLE #77999

Death Investigation (FSA110) – Also Available Online!
This course addresses the procedures for conducting investigations of various types of human death and the investigator’s role throughout the process.

Target Audience: Law enforcement and any other personnel with investigative duties
40 Hours, TCOLE #40059

Fingerprint Processing on Difficult Surfaces (FSA304) Online
Participants will learn about the three types of difficult surfaces and the associated processing techniques. All information will be tied together in a final activity.

Target Audience: Law enforcement and any other personnel with investigative duties
1 Hour, TCOLE #78051
Fingerprint Processing for Patrol (FSA404)
In this hands-on course, call responsive law enforcement personnel will demonstrate their ability to develop and lift fingerprints using conventional and magnetic powder.
Target Audience: Law enforcement and any other personnel with investigative duties
8 Hours, TCOLE #667373

Forensic Entomology (FSA102)
Forensic evidence of a crime scene can include the collection and preservation of entomological evidence resulting from the insect colonization of victims. Learn to apply principles of forensic entomology to questions concerning victim transport, toxicology, and approximate time of death.
Target Audience: Law enforcement and any other personnel with investigative duties
40 Hours, TCOLE #40061

Forensic Fire Fatality Investigation (FSA117)
Provides the opportunity for hands-on, science-based investigative fire death training utilizing live-burn training aids.
Target Audience: Law enforcement and any other personnel with investigative duties
40 Hours, TCOLE #40064

Forensic Photography I (FSA101)
Capturing evidence and documenting the crime scene through skilled photography techniques is crucial to a proper criminal investigation. This course will address the basic concepts of photography and their application to professional crime scene documentation.
Target Audience: Law enforcement and any other personnel with investigative duties
40 Hours, TCOLE #40053

Forensic Photography II (FSA112)
Building on Forensic Photography I, this course covers photographic techniques such as low light/nighttime, ultraviolet, infrared, and laser photography.
Target Audience: Law enforcement and any other personnel with investigative duties
40 Hours, TCOLE #40054

“15 years CSI and still learned many new techniques.”

Forensic Technician (FSA100)
Physical evidence collected at a crime scene is often the single most critical element in criminal prosecution/conviction. This course shows how to conduct crime scene investigations and process evidence at the scene.
Target Audience: Peace officers, deputies, and crime scene investigation personnel
80 Hours, TCOLE #40052
Foundations of Courtroom Testimony (FSA118) Online
Provides an understanding of the basic factors that create effective courtroom testimony. A useful online course for anyone who potentially could testify in court.
Target Audience: Law enforcement and any other personnel with investigative duties 16 Hours, TCOLE #40065

Foundations of Fingerprint Comparison (FSA115) Online
Fundamental principles, history, and science of fingerprint analysis and comparison. Incorporates the ACE-V Methodology (Analysis, Comparison, Evaluation, and Verification).
Target Audience: Law enforcement and investigative personnel 16 Hours, TCOLE #40065

Foundations of Forensic Photography (FSA116) Online
This course teaches basic concepts of photography and their application to professional investigative documentation.
Target Audience: Law enforcement and investigative personnel 16 Hours, TCOLE #667369

Human Trafficking (FSA122) Online
Established by the legislature mandate 81R-HB4009, this course defines human trafficking locally and globally. Discuss various types of trafficking and legal/investigative elements of these crimes.
Target Audience: Law enforcement and investigative personnel 8 Hours, TCOLE #3270/3271

Investigative Tools and Equipment (FSA300) Online
Learn about the twelve different equipment categories, how to properly clean and store equipment, and how to use personal protection equipment.
Target Audience: Law enforcement and investigative personnel 1 Hour, TCOLE #667370

Latent Print Comparison I (FSA120)
Reinforces fundamental principles of fingerprint comparison and guides participants through the ACE-V Methodology (Analysis, Comparison, Evaluation, and Verification).
Target Audience: Law enforcement and investigative personnel 40 Hours, TCOLE #40066

Latent Print Processing (FSA104)
Even with the advent of DNA and other forensic technologies, latent fingerprints continue to be one of the single most important methods for biometric identification and criminal investigation. During this course, you will gain knowledge, learn techniques, and practice methods for processing latent fingerprints.
Target Audience: Law enforcement and investigative personnel 40 Hours, TCOLE #40055

“Exceeded expectations. I’ve been working in this field for quite some time and did not expect to learn so much. The information gained was very applicable to my job duties.”
Photography for Patrol (FSA403)
Learn how to capture quality photographs in the field while exploring the implications of light, depth of field, and common issues and errors.
Target Audience: Law enforcement and investigative personnel
16 Hours, TCOLE #667372

Processing Evidence of Violent Crimes (FSA108)
Biological evidence resulting from violent crime presents unique and challenging issues for crime scene investigators. You will learn how to assess assaults, sexual crimes, and homicides, as well as the physical evidence from such scenes.
Target Audience: Law enforcement and investigative personnel
40 Hours, TCOLE #40058

Scene Basics: Security, Searches, and Documentation (FSA301)
Gain the necessary knowledge for establishing and securing scene boundaries, utilizing proper search methods, and scene documentation.
Target Audience: Law enforcement and investigative personnel
2 Hours, TCOLE #2210

Skeletal Death Investigation (FSA109)
Clandestine burial sites and scattered human remains pose serious issues for criminal investigators. This course introduces the field of forensic anthropology and provides instruction in the recovery and analysis of human remains. Students have the unique opportunity to train on the body farm at Texas State’s Freeman Ranch.
Target Audience: Law enforcement and investigative personnel
40 Hours, TCOLE #40060
Basic County Corrections (LET305) Online
This online course meets the training and licensing requirements, set by the Texas Commission on Law Enforcement (TCOLE), to prepare participants to take the TCOLE Basic Jailer Licensing Exam. You must then complete the Physical Skills portion to receive your license.
Target Audience: Candidates for Texas county jail staffing responsible for oversight and control of inmates in a jail or holding facility 96 Hours, TCOLE #1196

Basic County Corrections Physical Skills (LET306)
After being equipped with the knowledge provided in the prior online training, Basic County Corrections (Online), learn and apply basic self-defense techniques and inmate handling techniques required in the correctional setting.
Target Audience: Texas county and municipal jail staff responsible for inmate oversight and control within a jail 24 Hours, TCOLE #1124

Basic County Corrections Physical Skills Train the Trainer (LET307)
Having the knowledge and skills to train correctional officers within an agency can save funds and benefit the correctional facility as a whole. This train-the-trainer course provides instructional materials and techniques used to deliver the 24-hour Physical Skills portion of the TCOLE Basic Jailer License requirements.
Target Audience: Texas county jail staff responsible for training corrections officers to complete their basic training 32 Hours, TCOLE #2084

Basic Jail Certification for Texas Peace Officers (LET309) Online
A unique opportunity is available for Texas Peace Officers to successfully acquire their Texas Commission on Law Enforcement (TCOLE) Basic Jailer License. Participants will be eligible to sit for the TCOLE Peace Officers Jailer Licensing Exam at a TCOLE-approved testing site upon successful completion of this course. Includes a study guide!
Target Audience: Texas Peace Officers seeking to acquire their Texas Jailers License 40 Hours, TCOLE #1072

Cell Extraction and Insertion Instructor (LET671)
Team techniques are used to safely extract noncompliant inmates from a cell while using the minimum amount of force necessary.
Target Audience: Jail staff responsible for inmate oversight and control within a jail facility 24 Hours, TCOLE #667367

Inmate Health Care: Basic Medical (LET315) Online
Jail staffers encounter an array of inmates every day with different health issues. This course provides a basic foundation of mental and physical health illnesses and how to help.
Target Audience: Jail staff responsible for inmate oversight and control within a jail facility 6 Hours, TCOLE #52002
Inmate Health Care: Basic Psychiatric (LET317) Online
Current jail populations have a high prevalence of mental health issues and substance dependence or abuse among inmates. Provides information, techniques, and skills to recognize psychiatric disorders, gather information regarding psychiatric illness, and how to handle suicidal behavior and suicide in the jail setting.
Target Audience: Jail staff responsible for inmate oversight and control within a jail facility
8 Hours, TCOLE #52004

Inmate Health Care: Advanced Medical (LET316) Online
Designed to enhance the knowledge gained in the Basic Medical course. Topics include: agency policies on patient well-being, major health issues seen in jail environments, and specialized medical issues.
Target Audience: Jail staff responsible for inmate oversight and control within a jail facility
6 Hours, TCOLE #52003

Inmate Rights and Privileges (LET300) Online
It is vital for county corrections officers to understand their responsibilities regarding the rights and privileges of inmates in their care, custody, and control. This course is one of the Intermediate Core Courses required by the Texas Commission on Law Enforcement (TCOLE).
Target Audience: Jail staff responsible for inmate oversight and control within a jail facility
16 Hours, TCOLE #3502

Inmate Sexual Assault Prevention – PREA Training (LET712) Online
The Prison Rape Elimination Act (PREA) of 2003 is a federal law established to address the prevention of sexual abuse in confinement. Receive an overview of the PREA standards and ways to implement the standards at all levels of a confinement agency.
Target Audience: Agencies responsible for adult correctional facilities, specifically prisons and jails
8 Hours, TCOLE #3507

Intermediate Arrest Search and Seizure (LET217)
Orients officers to current laws and court proceedings regarding probable cause, search warrants, and arrests.
Target Audience: Law enforcement personnel
18 Hours, TCOLE #2108

Interpersonal Communications in the Correctional Setting (LET303) Online
Reduce violence and the need for force by learning human relations skills that will enhance positive relationships among staff, inmates, correctional workers, and their peers. One of the Intermediate Core Courses required by Texas Commission on Law Enforcement (TCOLE) rules to receive intermediate certification as a county corrections officer.
Target Audience: Jail staff responsible for inmate oversight and control within a jail facility
16 Hours, TCOLE #3503
Municipal Jailer Course (LET310) Online

Many municipalities maintain their own jails or detention centers. This course was designed with the help of Texas Municipal Jail Association to meet the recommendations for municipal jailer training.

Target Audience: Candidates for Texas municipal jail staffing

Objective Jail Classification (LET320) Online - **FREE COURSE!**

Objective jail classification is the formal process of administering facilities based upon agency resources and inmate program needs. When classification measures are applied consistently, results will show a reduction in prison infractions resulting in a safer environment for both inmates and staff.

Target Audience: Personnel and agencies responsible for correctional facilities

Jail Firearms Course Suite - **COMING SOON!**

These courses will cover use of force in jail settings and the related laws, firearms safety procedures, shooting fundamentals, and course of fire. The 4 courses will include: semi-automatic, revolver, rifle, and shotgun.

Target Audience: Texas corrections officers required to carry a firearm

Riot Control in a Correctional Setting (LET672) - Also Available as Instructor Course (LET673)

An essential for corrections personnel in Texas. Discuss correctional terms, slangs and offensive language you may hear, emergency commands, and more, to prepare you for better understanding.

Target Audience: Jail staff responsible for inmate oversight and control within a jail facility

Spanish for Corrections (LET314) Online

An essential for corrections personnel in Texas. Discuss correctional terms, slangs and offensive language you may hear, emergency commands, and more, to prepare you for better understanding.

Target Audience: Jail administrators, jail/detention officers, criminal justice system planners, officials involved in the criminal justice system

Suicide Detection and Prevention in Jails (LET301) Online

Jail suicides can be averted with implementation of a comprehensive prevention program that reflects the proper understanding of suicidal behavior and inmates’ mental impairments. TCOLE Intermediate Core Course.

Target Audience: Jail staff responsible for inmate oversight and control within a jail facility

Use of Force in Jail Setting (LET302) Online

Enables corrections officers to identify the causes of disruptive behavior and disturbances and will clarify the appropriate preventative action needed to protect others from harm. This course is one of the Intermediate Core Courses required by Texas Commission on Law Enforcement (TCOLE) rules to receive intermediate certification as a county corrections officer.

Target Audience: Jail staff responsible for inmate oversight and control within a jail facility
### Motorcycle Safety Foundation RiderCoach (MSP100)
This course prepares instructor candidates to conduct the Motorcycle Safety Foundation (MSF) Basic Riders Course (BRC) and to obtain the MSF National RiderCoach Certification. After, get your Texas Motorcycle Instructor License from Texas Department of Licensing and Registration (TDLR).

**Target Audience:** Jail administrators, jail/detention officers, criminal justice system planners, officials involved in the criminal justice system
**Duration:** 72 Hours, TCOLE # 6018

### Basic Police Motorcycle Operator (MSP201)
Become oriented to terminology, driving skills, and liability issues that relate to the operation of a police motorcycle. Also learn personal and vehicle control limitations.

**Target Audience:** Law enforcement officers assigned to, or about to be assigned to, police motorcycle operations
**Duration:** 80 Hours, TCOLE #667374

### Advanced Police Motorcycle Operator (MSP202)
A continuation of the Basic Police Motorcycle Operator course focusing on advanced exercises including higher speed skills training, road speed maneuvers, advanced braking, and swerving.

**Target Audience:** Personnel and agencies responsible for correctional facilities
**Duration:** 24 Hours, TCOLE #3359

### Police Motorcycle Instructor Certification (MSP203)
Develop skills to successfully guide officers in the facilitation of the Basic Police Motorcycle Operator course. Instructor candidates are then certified to customize and deliver a Basic Police Operator course to their own agency for 5 years.

**Target Audience:** Law enforcement officers assigned to, or about to be assigned to, teach basic police motorcycle operations
**Duration:** 120 Hours, TCOLE #667375

### Police Motorcycle Operator Instructor Transitional Certification (MSP205)
Offered to instructors previously certified as a Police Motorcycle Instructor by a training provider other than Texas A&M Engineering Extension Service (TEEX). The course introduces the TEEX Police Motorcycle course materials and processes for National Certification. **This course is phasing out in 2022.

**Target Audience:** Law enforcement officers assigned to teach basic police motorcycle operations
**Duration:** 24 Hours, TCOLE #667376
sUAS for Public Safety Personnel (SAP151)

Public safety personnel are often required to put themselves in harm’s way to serve and protect citizens. Small Unmanned Aircraft Systems (drones) can provide public safety personnel with detailed information so that response teams can make informed decisions. Through the use of drone technology and remote imaging, an individual can assess a situation and plan a response while mitigating any safety concerns for officers and bystanders. This hands-on training provides public safety personnel with critical information and real-world skill proficiencies to create safe and proficient remote pilots. Includes an enhanced focus on field training.

Target Audience: Police, firefighters, and emergency management personnel 32 Hours, TCOLE #78053

Remote Pilot Knowledge Test Preparation (SAP152)

Keep up with changing Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) requirements to remain ahead of the curve among commercial drone pilots. As of August 2016, anyone operating a drone for any commercial or business purpose must obtain an FAA remote pilot certification. This highly focused course prepares you for the test to receive this certification. Beyond drone-specific material, students will gain an understanding of much of the ground-school information covered in the FAA’s knowledge test. Fee includes a workbook and 50 FAA sample test questions. Actual FAA testing must be administered at an authorized Knowledge Testing Center and is not included in the course fee.

Target Audience: Anyone interested in flying sUAS 8 Hours

sUAS Basic to Advanced Flight Procedures (SAP154)

Building off of sUAS for Public Safety Personnel, you will explore mission planning, search patterns, deployment preparations, night operation challenges, and usage of thermography. Culminating in a final demonstration of mission planning and advanced flight maneuvers, according to the NIST Standard Test Methods for sUAS.

Target Audience: Police, firefighters, and emergency management personnel 32 Hours, TCOLE #667377
SUAS DRONE TRAINING
Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design (SAP302)
Accredited by the International CPTED Association (ICA), CPTED is a multi-disciplinary approach of crime prevention. It utilizes urban planning, architectural design, and management of man-made and natural environments to support better use of the built environment, community engagement, and improve quality of life in your community.
Target Audience: Law enforcement personnel, public officials, city planners, zoning personnel, architects, landscape architects, security professionals, crime prevention services, and more 40 Hours, TCOLE #78056

“This course would be perfect for any professional that regularly deals with local ordinances or codes.”

Critical Asset Risk Management (MGT315)
This is a DHS/FEMA funded course that is of no cost to participants or requesting jurisdictions
Teaches the critical components of risk management and provides participants the basic fundamentals of determining and mitigating risks associated with their critical infrastructure. Through a combination of lecture, facilitated discussion, and group activities, participants will learn how threats, vulnerabilities, and consequences determine risk, and are given an opportunity to practice the fundamentals of conducting vulnerability assessments by conducting on-site assessments of select local facilities. Additionally, they will identify potential mitigation measures associated with their findings and work together to develop and present a risk assessment report.
Target Audience: Law Enforcement, Fire Service, Hazardous Material, Emergency Medical Services, Emergency Management Agency, Public Works, Health Care, Public Health, Governmental Administrative, and Public Safety Communications. Private sector, non-governmental organizations, and military students are also allowed to attend if invited by the host jurisdiction 16 Hours, TCOLE #78407

Critical Infrastructure Resilience and Community Lifelines (MGT414)
This is a DHS/FEMA funded course that is of no cost to participants or requesting jurisdictions
Gain progress toward the National Preparedness Goal by facilitating resilience considerations and involving essential community critical infrastructure partners. You will have the opportunity to practice the practical skills necessary to formulate considerations for the resilience of community assets that leverage cross-sector partnerships.
Target Audience: Critical infrastructure owners, operators, and managers; State, local, tribal, and territorial government senior officials and managers; DHS personnel; Sector-Specific Agency managers; as well as other managers with critical infrastructure responsibilities 8 Hours, TCOLE #78400
Critical Infrastructure Security and Resilience Awareness (AWR213)

This is a DHS/FEMA funded course that is of no cost to participants or requesting jurisdictions

Introduces the key terms, policy, guidance, and preparedness efforts required to safeguard the Nation's critical infrastructure. Review applicable policy and guidance, discuss the risk management framework, describe Federal critical infrastructure security and resilience and information sharing programs, and relate critical infrastructure programs to individual actions. Primary focus is placed on local preparedness efforts as they relate to the national approach to critical infrastructure security and resilience.

Target Audience: Critical infrastructure owners, operators, and managers; Federal, State, local, regional, tribal, and territorial government officials and managers; Sector-Specific Agency managers; as well as other organizations and managers with critical infrastructure responsibilities

8 Hours, TCOLE #78408

Threat & Hazard Identification & Risk Assessment (THIRA) & Stakeholder Preparedness Review (MGT310)

This is a DHS/FEMA funded course that is of no cost to participants or requesting jurisdictions

This course will prepare participants to conduct a Jurisdictional Threat and Hazard Identification and Risk Assessment (THIRA), introducing the 6-step THIRA/SPR process. Learn to identify threats/hazards that stress a community's capabilities and discuss associated impacts and targets. Assess current levels of capability in comparison to those targets then find capability gaps and subsequent strategies to close those gaps. (Available as an online course: AWR401)

Target Audience: Law Enforcement, Fire Service, Hazardous Materials, Emergency Medical Services, Emergency Management Agency, Public Works, Health Care, Public Health, Governmental Administrative, Public Safety Communications, and Private Sector. Private sector, non-governmental organizations, and military students are also allowed to attend if invited by the host jurisdiction

16 Hours, TCOLE #78406

Physical and Cybersecurity for Critical Infrastructure (MGT452)

This is a DHS/FEMA funded course that is of no cost to participants or requesting jurisdictions

The national and economic security of the United States depends on the reliable functioning of critical infrastructure. Teaches collaboration efforts among those responsible for both physical and cybersecurity when developing integrated risk management strategies necessary for the protection of our Nation's critical infrastructure.

Target Audience: Managers and employees from all critical infrastructure sectors and subsectors; Federal, State, local, regional, tribal, and territorial government officers; owners and operators of small businesses and non-profits; and other individuals responsible for physical and/or cybersecurity within their organization

8 Hours, TCOLE #78401
Effective Communication and Interviewing (SAP102) Online
This online course introduces communication (verbal/nonverbal) and tactical communication processes. Demonstrates how to apply these skills to eliciting and recording information, including final investigative reports.
Target Audience: Law Enforcement officers, security professionals, emergency medical services personnel, arson investigators, fire and rescue personnel 16 Hours, TCOLE #21006 and 21007

Report Writing and Documentation (SAP104) Online
This interactive course covers the basics of the documentation and reporting process, including collecting and structuring information, analyzing information for reliability, validity, and relevance, and drafting, editing, and presenting a final report. While primarily designed for security professionals, many concepts addressed in this course apply to anyone interested in improving their report writing and documentation skills.
Target Audience: Law Enforcement officers, security professionals, emergency medical services personnel, arson investigators, fire and rescue personnel 4 Hour, TCOLE #2049

Private Security Bureau Level II (SAP201) Online
Looking for a new career path? This course is designed to provide concepts and skills necessary of a non-commissioned security officer in the State of Texas. Includes roles and responsibilities of security officers, legal aspects of security work, security communications, and response to emergencies and safety hazards.
Target Audience: Individuals seeking employment as a noncommissioned security officer in the State of Texas 6 Hours, TCOLE #6016
Advanced Ordnance Recognition for Law Enforcement (UXO203)
This course is designed for Hazardous Device School Certified Bomb Technicians or equivalents desiring specialized training in the recognition and identification of military ordnance. Participants are provided with comprehensive training through a combination of classroom instruction and hands-on activities designed to increase technician knowledge and response capabilities of state, local, and federal emergency responders.
Target Audience: Bomb technicians and explosives specialists assigned to local, state, and federal public safety bomb squads 80 Hours, TCOLE #78027

“I would strongly recommend this course. I found it extremely informative, effective, and relevant to my job as a bomb technician.”

Advanced Ordnance Recognition for Law Enforcement Refresher (UXO205)
This intense three-day course provides participants an opportunity to refresh their knowledge in the recognition and identification of military munitions and practice initial response actions associated with ordnance incidents.
Target Audience: Bomb technicians and explosives specialists assigned to local, state, and federal public safety bomb squads 24 Hours, TCOLE #4000

Demining (EOT228)
This is an advanced course for graduates of the UXO Tech Level 1 Course designed to provide participants with the knowledge required to carry out demining procedures and clearance operations in accordance with International Mine Action Standards. Students will have an introduction to dangerous area marking, detectors, and locator equipment. Mine action search tools, procedures, and clearance techniques are included in this training.
Target Audience: Anyone wanting to start a career in humanitarian demining or to work the international land remediation market 50 Hours

Explosive Breacher Entry (EOT220)
Explosive entry continues to grow in American Law Enforcement as a viable tactical option for high risk warrants and hostage rescues. Explosive entries will be made through Class 1 Steel doors as well as solid wood and hollow core doors. Learn the construction of distraction devices and the use of other explosives. This course is geared toward increasing the knowledge and skills of SWAT, Tactical, and EOD teams.
Target Audience: Law enforcement and military 40 Hours, TCOLE #78025

“This is the second course I traveled from California to take at this institution. I don’t see the same quality of education or facilities or instructors in home state.”
Hazwoper for Clean-Up Operations Training (EOT225)

Working with hazardous materials in a safe and responsible manner ensures the health of workers and mitigates danger. This blended-learning course educates UXO Technicians and provides awareness of potential hazards encountered at hazardous waste cleanup operation sites. Upon completing this course, participants will be aware of the purpose and limitations of safety equipment and ensure workers safely avoid or escape dangerous situations.

Target Audience: Students scheduled to attend the UXO Technician Level I course 32 Hours, TCOLE #3806

Heavy Equipment Operator for Ordnance Workers (EOT239)

Having the proper knowledge and skills to operate heavy equipment is important to ensure safety in work environments. This course covers basic skills required to safely operate a backhoe and forklift in a UXO field environment. Learn safety, operation, and maneuverability, while looking at tasks such as how to stack or unearth buried ordnance items. Heavy emphasis is placed on safety and is designed to meet OSHA, ANSI, and ASME requirements as well as provides instruction in industry standard consensus practice.

Target Audience: Students scheduled to attend the UXO Technician Level 1 course; UXO personnel wishing to acquire skills in operating heavy equipment 40 Hours, TCOLE #3806

Unexploded Ordnance Technician Level 1 (UXO200)

TEEX developed the first civilian UXO Technician I course in 1999 and remains the only program to have ever been certified by the Department of Defense Explosive Safety Board (DDESB). This course provides participants with comprehensive, hands-on training in the safe detection, location, identification, and disposal of unexploded ordnance using the techniques and emerging technologies of today’s UXO remediation industry. Graduates will obtain industry-mandated training required by the Department of Defense Explosive Safety Board, United States Army Corps of Engineers (USACE), and the National Association of Ordnance Contractors and will meet USACE requirements necessary to work as a UXO Tech I on USACE UXO remediation job sites.

Target Audience: Anyone who interested in obtaining an Unexploded Ordnance Technician I certification, or seeking employment in environmental remediation 200 Hours, TCOLE #78026
Active Attack Emergency Communications (LET223) Online - FREE COURSE!
Expands the focus of active attack response from law, fire, and EMS, to include another vital part of community response teams: telecommunicators. Designed in conjunction with Advanced Law Enforcement Rapid Response Training (ALERRT).

Target Audience: Telecommunicators, first responders, others who may serve a lead role during an active attack event

3 Hours, TCOLE #78052

Active Attack Event Response Leadership (LET221) Online - FREE COURSE!
The goal is to provide leaders in first response and emergency management agencies with strategic leadership and integrated response strategies that prepare them to not only “stop the killing” but to also “stop the dying” in active attack events.

Target Audience: Telecommunicators, first responders, others who may serve a lead role during an active attack event

4 Hours, TCOLE #667371

AWARE: A Self-Defense System Train the Trainer (LET648)
Learn basic self-defense skills that can be used if targeted and/or attacked. AWARE is an acronym for Assessing your surroundings While remaining Aware and being Realistic about your Environment.

Target Audience: Any individual interested in teaching personal self-defense

16 Hours, TCOLE #78046

Civilian Response to Active Shooter Events Instructor (LET222) Online - FREE COURSE!
Designed in conjunction with Advanced Law Enforcement Rapid Response Training (ALERRT) to provide first responders and other professionals with a model response program they can deliver to civilians within their communities. May also be referred to as Civilian Response to Active Shooter Events Train-the-Trainer (CRASE).

Target Audience: First responders, professionals developing and/or utilizing a model response program, anyone that intends to provide training for others

4 Hours, TCOLE #3312

Crisis Management Affecting Institutions of Higher Education: A Collaborative (MGT361)

This is a DHS/FEMA funded course that is of no cost to participants or requesting jurisdictions

Is your campus prepared? TEEX trains students to effectively manage a crisis by applying a whole community approach. Risk management strategies, effective crisis communication, and well-developed plans in the National Incident Management Systems (NIMS) are emphasized. The course places specific emphasis on the unique aspects of responding to critical incidents on higher education institution campuses and concludes with a role play exercise customized to the community in which the course is delivered.

Target Audience: Campus Leadership and Risk Managers, campus communications and marketing, campus emergency management and public safety, emergency operations center staff, campus administration, athletic departments and operators of large venues, campus environmental, health & safety, campus health services, student life/affairs and international affairs/travel, human resources and faculty, local & state emergency management agencies, fire services, emergency medical services, local, state, tribal, and federal law enforcement, local elected officials, public health organizations, public works, local hospitals, private-sector businesses in/near the community

24 Hours, TCOLE # 78402
Recognizing the signs and symptoms of individuals under the influence of drugs is important to ensure the safety and health of students and education professionals. This course provides administrators, counselors, teachers, and school nurses with tools and training necessary to recognize and document drug/alcohol impairment in students.

Target Audience: Teachers, aides, administrators, nurses, counselors, and school-based law enforcement officers

16 Hours, TCOLE #2085

**Sport and Special Event Risk Management (AWR167)**

*This is a DHS/FEMA funded course that is of no cost to participants or requesting jurisdictions*

School violence remains a serious concern throughout the nation. This course is designed to build capabilities for multi-agency collaboration pertaining to risk management for sport events by introducing the 7-step sport security risk management process.

Target Audience: Event security officers, first responders, administrators, emergency management

16 Hour, TCOLE #78399

**Sport Venue Evacuation and Protective Actions (MGT412)**

*This is a DHS/FEMA funded course that is of no cost to participants or requesting jurisdictions*

Aimed at sport venue/event staff, this course prepares and/or enhances an evacuation plan to assist emergency responders, implementing flexible and scalable movements (i.e. evacuation, sheltering in place, or relocation). These emergency activities might occur in isolation or as a result of a larger, multi-entity response initiative, building multi-agency collaboration.

Target Audience: Event security officers, first responders, administrators, emergency management

15 Hour, TCOLE #78405
Collision Investigator
The Collision Investigator Certificate is designed to give graduates a recognized credential that can translate into greater recognition within their respective field.

Required Courses:
- Intermediate Collision Investigation
- Advanced Collision Investigation
- Foundations of Forensic Photography
- Foundations of Courtroom Testimony
- Basic Criminal Investigation (Classroom or Online)

Collision Reconstructionist
Applicants should have a majority of the Collision Investigator certificate classes complete, if not the entire Collision Investigator Certificate, before starting the Collision Reconstructionist courses.

Required Certificate:
Collision Investigator

Required Courses:
- Basic Criminal Investigation
- Crime Scene Investigation
- Forensic Photography I
- Latent Print Processing
- Courtroom Testimony

Master Collision Reconstructionist
Applicants should have a majority of the Collision Reconstructionist certificate classes complete, if not the entire Collision Reconstruction Certificate, before starting these Master courses.

Required Certificate:
Collision Reconstructionist

Required Courses:
- Pedestrian/Auto Reconstruction
- Forensic Photography II

Corrections Response Team Instructor
Graduates of this certificate program will have an understanding of basic response team tactics and be able to create safe scenarios to train their officers. You must complete Basic Instructor Development before beginning this certificate track.

Required Courses:
- Defensive Tactics Instructor
- Cell Extraction and Insertion Instructor
- Riot Control in a Correctional Setting Instructor
- Reality Based Training Instructor

Forensic Fire Investigator
Covers criminal fire investigation from basic to advanced documentation, evidence collection and processing, procedures for fire death investigation, and effective courtroom testimony.

Required Courses:
- Foundations of Courtroom Testimony
- Foundations of Forensic Photography
- Forensic Photography I
- Forensic Photography II
- Forensic Fire Fatality Investigation
- Fire Investigator (NFPA 1033)

Pick one:
- Forensic Technician OR
- Crime Scene Investigation AND Latent Print Processing
Forensic Investigation & Evidence Management (CTISP)

TEEX, through the Texas Forensic Science Academy (TFSA), and Blinn College, are now offering a Collegiate Technical Investigation Skills Program (CTISP) for Blinn College students. Students participating in the program will receive 272 hours of specialized forensic training and 18 hours of collegiate credit through Blinn College. It is delivered during a collegiate semester through eLearning, traditional classroom instruction and practical application. Upon successful completion of this program, students will receive a Forensic Investigation & Evidence Management Professional Certificate through the TEEX – Texas Forensic Science Academy.

Required Courses:
- Foundations of Forensic Photography
- Forensic Photography I
- Crime Scene Investigation
- Forensic Photography II
- Latent Print Processing
- Basic Property Technician
- Basic Criminal Investigation (Online)

Forensic Investigator I

The Forensic Investigator I Certificate covers criminal investigation from capturing evidence and properly documenting a crime scene to understanding the basic factors that create an effective courtroom testimony.

Required Courses:
- Foundations of Forensic Photography
- Forensic Photography I
- Foundations of Courtroom Testimony
- Courtroom Testimony Practical Applications
- Basic Criminal Investigation (Classroom or Online)

Pick one:
- Forensic Technician
- Crime Scene Investigation AND Latent Print Processing

Forensic Investigator II

Applicants should have a majority of the Forensic Investigator Level I classes complete, if not the entire Forensic Investigator Level I Certificate, before starting the Level II courses.

Required Certificate:
- Forensic Investigator I

Required Courses:
- Forensic Photography II
- Death Investigation (Classroom or Online)
- Bloodstain Pattern Analysis
- Processing Evidence of Violent Crimes

Pick one:
- Skeletal Death Investigation
- Forensic Entomology
- Forensic Fire Fatality Investigation

Forensic Technician

The certificate that results from successful completion of this 80-hour course, reflects the graduate’s holistic investigative capabilities which are gained throughout their studies with TEEX’s Texas Forensic Science Academy.

Required Courses:
- Forensic Technician
Forensic & Investigative Sciences Level I
After completing the required courses offered through the Texas Forensic Science Academy, graduates will have a foundational understanding of forensics topics. All courses are available online making this a unique certificate!

Required Courses:
- Investigative Tools and Equipment Online
- Scene Basics: Security, Searches, and Documentation Online
- Basic Fingerprint Processing Online
- Fingerprint Processing on Difficult Surfaces Online
- Foundations of Fingerprint Comparison Online
- Foundations of Forensic Photography Online
- Foundations of Courtroom Testimony Online

Forensic & Investigative Sciences Level II
Applicants should have a majority of the Forensic and Investigative Sciences Level I classes complete, if not the entire Forensic and Investigative Sciences Level I Certificate, before starting the Level II courses.

Required Certificate:
- Forensic & Investigative Sciences Level I

Required Courses:
- Basic Property Technician
- Basic Criminal Investigation Online
- Death Investigation Online

Forensic in the Classroom School Educator
Get certified in your foundational understanding of forensics topics and how to teach crime scene processes and field skills in conjunction with laboratory practices.

Required Courses:
- Foundations of Forensic Photography
- Foundations of Fingerprint Comparison
- Foundations of Courtroom Testimony
- Basic Criminal Investigation (Classroom or Online)
- Death Investigation (Classroom or Online)
- Crime Scene Processes and Field Skills (Phase I & Phase II)
- Laboratory Practices in Forensic Science (Phase I & Phase II) ** Coming Soon

Infrastructure Protection
Gain a broad understanding of homeland security infrastructure protection doctrine through in-depth examination of key concepts and practices in capabilities-based and community-focused planning, integrated risk management, private-public partnerships, and whole community resilience strategies.

Required Courses:
- Critical Infrastructure Security and Resilience Awareness
- Threat & Hazard Identification & Risk Assessment & Stakeholder Preparedness Rev.
- Critical Asset Risk Management
- Critical Infrastructure Resilience and Community Lifelines

“This is a fantastic program which gives me a wide variety of tools and knowledge to assess National Guard properties throughout Michigan. Your instructional staff is top-notch and well versed in the discipline.”
Major Crimes Investigator
This professional certificate from the Texas Forensic Science Academy gives its graduates an understanding of the procedures for conducting investigations of various types including human deaths and the investigator's role throughout the investigative process.

Required Courses:
- Foundations of Forensic Photography
- Forensic Photography I
- Foundations of Courtroom Testimony
- Courtroom Testimony Practical Applications
- Basic Criminal Investigation (Classroom or Online)
- Death Investigation (Classroom or Online)
- Bloodstain Pattern Analysis

Pick one:
- Forensic Photography II
- Collision Reconstruction
- Skeletal Death Investigation
- Forensic Entomology
- Forensic Fire Fatality Investigation
- Fire Investigator (NFPA 1033)

Master Crime Scene Investigation Instructor
Arms investigators with a fundamental and well-rounded understanding of criminal investigation and advanced instructor and reality-based training competencies.

Required Courses:
- Crime Scene Investigation
- Basic Instructor
- Advanced Instructor
- Crime Scene Investigation Train-the-Trainer (forthcoming)
- Reality-Based Training: Crime Scene Investigation (forthcoming)

Master Defensive Tactics Instructor
After completing five required courses, graduates will have an understanding of basic defensive tactics and how to use those basic techniques against an edged weapon, on the ground, or on the move dynamically.

Required Courses:
- Defensive Tactics Instructor
- Intermediate Defensive Tactics Instructor
- Advanced Defensive Tactics Instructor
- Reality Based Training Instructor
- Legal Issues for Use of Force Instructors

Ordinance Removal & Remediation Technician
The Ordnance Removal and Remediation Technician Certificate meets all Unexploded Ordnance Technician I training requirements established by DDESB Technical Paper 18. Learn to carry out demining procedures and clearance operations in accordance with International Mine Action Standards. Graduates will also have the basic skills required to safely operate a backhoe and forklift in a UXO field environment.

Required Courses:
- Unexploded Ordnance Technician Level I
- Hazwoper for Clean-Up Operations Training
- Demining
- Heavy Equipment Operator for Ordnance Worker
Property and Evidence Management
Prove your skills in managing property and evidence with this certificate. Understand best practices from collection to storage for law enforcement purposes, photography concepts, and their application to professional crime scene documentation.

Required Courses:
- Basic Property Technician
- Foundations of Forensic Photography
- Forensic Photography I
- Foundations of Courtroom Testimony
- Courtroom Testimony Practical Applications

Public Safety Supervisor
After completing these four required courses, graduates will have an understanding of planning, organizing, and effective leadership and communication. This certificate serves as recognition of continued professional development efforts in the field of public safety.

Required Courses:
- Effective Communication and Interviewing
- Report Writing and Documentation
- First Line Supervisor
- Field Training Officer (Face-to-Face or Online)